
VIVA-Eco installation instructions  (LM 714, 715, 716) 

VIVA-Cov istallation instructions (LM 724, 725, 726, 728) 
 

 

Packing includes:  

- 6 pcs ball head screws 4,0 x 12 mm 

- sorting frame (Eco) or cover (Cov) with roller slides 

- cabinet slides 

- installation template 

 

LM 714 sorting frame / LM 724 cover for closet 400 (inner width 366-370 mm) 

LM 715 sorting frame / LM 725 cover for closet 500 (inner width 466-470 mm) 

LM 716 sorting frame / LM 726 cover for closet 600 (inner width 566-570 mm) 

LM 728 cover for closet 800 (inner width 766-770 mm) 

 

Installing of sorting frame / cover: 

Note before installing that there are several door- and closet models and that these instructions are only advisory. Test the product 

functionality before fixing all the screws. Test also the suitability of the screws to the closet’s wall thickness before fixing the screws. 

 

1. Find the right installing height and mark it onto the closet walls according to picture 1. (Tip: you’ll find the optimum installing height 

when you measure 300 mm upwards from the closet’s bottom to the side wall and mark the line there for the installation template). We 

recommend to install Cov some 80 mm above Eco. 
2. The fixing points (”Kiskon kiinnityskohta”) of the cabinet slides you’ll find with the included installation template. The installation 

template should be set accurately on the front edge of the closet wall according to picture 1 and the top edge of the installation template 

on the line measured in position 1. In case you are installing Cov above Eco, we recommend to fix Cov some 20 mm further back than 

Eco if possible. 
3. When using the installation template, note that the marked screw places in installation template has been planned by aiming the best 

possible slide-out of the sorting frame/cover. This means that the space between the door and the product is some 5 mm.  
4. Press the holes for the fixing screws to the installation template by a bayonet. 
5. Fix the cabinet slides at first with two screws and place the sorting frame/cover into the slides. 
6. Test the functionality of the sorting frame (with buckets) / cover. 
7. Fix the rest of the screws. 
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